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PROJECT LOCATION: Adelaide Drive from Ocean Avenue to the Coastal Zone 
boundary; and Fourth Street from Adelaide Drive to San Vicente Boulevard, in 
the City of Santa Monica. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Establish preferential parking for residents only 
between the hours of 6:00P.M. and 8:00A.M., along Adelaide Drive and Fourth 
Street. 

~ LOCAL APPROVALS RECEIVED: Approval in Concept; City Council approval 

SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS: Coastal Development Permits #5-96-221 (City of 
Santa Monica), #5-96-059 <City of Santa Monica), #5-90-989 (City of L.A. Dept. 
of Transportation), #5-91-498(Sanders), #5-89-243 (Adelaide Associates); City 
of Santa Monica's certified LUP. 

~ 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends approval of the preferential parking hours with special 
conditions requiring a baseline parking study for surrounding streets, public 
information measures and a two year time limit on the permit at the end of 
which the applicant may reapply for a new permit to reinstate the parking 
program. As conditioned, if adopted would mitigate the adverse individual and 
cumulative impacts on public access and recreation. 

STAFF NOTE The issue in this application is public use of public streets for 
parking in order to use public recreation facilities. In recent years the 
Commission has received applications from local governments to limit public 
parking on public streets where there are conflicts between local residents 
and beach visitors, trail users and/or people seeking coastal views. Adelaide 
Drive, the street subject to the current application request for preferential 
parking, is a scenic bluff drive affording excellent views of the coast and 
coastal canyon. The City of Santa Monica proposes to restrict all public 
parking on the street during early evening, nighttime and early morning 
hours. Residents along the affected streets will be allowed to park on the 
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street by obtainin·g a parking permit from the City. Parking for the general 
public would be allowed during most of the daylight hours. 

Three years ago the Commission rejected an application by the City of Los 
Angeles for preferential parking in Santa Monica Canyon, the neighborhood that 
lies at the base of the bluff, below and directly north of Adelaide Drive. 
Other local governments in Los Angeles and Orange County have contacted staff 
concerning preferential parking in neighborhoods that are located directly 
adjacent to public beaches. 

Public access, parking and recreation can result in impacts to neighborhoods 
that are not designed to accommodate visitors. In this case, the City of 
Santa Monica has documented that visitors to a coastal recreational facility, 
a staircase, that descends a coastal canyon bluff, have been numerous enough 
to result in this proposal to limit all public parking on this street to 
residents and their guests during the evening and early morning hours. During 
those times residents and their guests will be allowed to park by permit. The 
City is proposing the parking restriction to address two problems: 1) traffic 
and safety problems resulting from too many cars attempting to park on a 
narrow street during peak use hours, and also, 2) unacceptable social behavior 
on the part of some individuals who use the public staircase for jogging. 

In this particular case, staff recommends that the Commission allow parking 
limitations as proposed by the applicant. Because the Coastal Act protects 
coastal related recreational opportunities, including jogging, bicycle and 
trail use and opportunities for the general public to take advantage of 
coastal views, staff is recommending special conditions to ensure that the 
implementation of the hours will not adversely impact beach and recreational • 
access. The recommended special conditions will protect public use of the 
parking on this street during periods of peak beach and coastal recreational 
use. As proposed by the applicant and conditioned by this permit, staff does 
not believe the proposal will adversely affect public access, public 
recreational opportunities or public viewing. 

City's Previous Permit Proposals 

The City of Santa Monica was before the Commission in October 1996 
(#5-96-059). The City at that time was proposing 24-hour preferential parking 
for the residents. The City's proposal (#5-96-059) would have eliminated 
public parking and adversely impacted public access to the area and 
recreational opportunities offered in the area. Therefore, Commission staff 
recommended limiting the hours and extent of the parking limitations proposed 
by the City. Staff recommended limiting the hours of preferential parking to 
the fo 11 owing: 

a. Adelaide Priye. east of Fourth Street to the Coastal Zone boundary 

Heekdays: 

Heekends: 

B:OO A.M. to 10:00 A.M. 
6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. 

8:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. 

b. Adelaide Priye. between Ocean Avenue and Fourth Street 

Preferential Parking is DQ1 Allowed at any time of the day 

c. Fourth Street. between Adelaide Drive and San Vicente Boulevard 
• 
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Weekdays: 

Weekend: 
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preferential parking allowed 24 hours a day 

preferential parking allowed 24 hours a day 

Commission staff's limitation on the preferential parking hours was based on 
parking data that indicated the peak periods when the area was used by people 
using the stairs for exercise. Staff's recommended hours addressed the City's 
needs in reducing stair use during peak periods when there was a potential 
parking and traffic problem in the area but continued to allow the public use 
of the area during times when there was not a potential parking and traffic 
problem. 

At the October 1996 hearing the Commission found that the City's proposed 
24-hour parking restriction was too restrictive and would significantly impact 
access and coastal recreation in the area. The Commission, however, also 
found that staff's recommended hours, based on City's testimony, would not be 
implemented by the City because of the difficulty that would exist in 
enforcing the limited and fragmented hours and that the hours did not 
adequately address the City's concerns. Therefore, the Commission, on a 5-5 
vote denied the project and directed staff to work with the City to develop 
hours that the City could properly implement and would also protect public 
access and coastal recreation. 

In January 1997 the applicant returned to the Commission requesting 
preferential parking between the hours of 6:00 P.M. and 8:00A.M. along 
Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street {#5-96-221). The Commission, on a 4-3 vote, 
denied the project. The applicant has submitted a new application for the 
same project, which would restrict public parking after 6:00 P.M. until 8:00 
A.M .• but would allow public parking during daytime hours. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

The staff recommends that the Commission adopt the following resolution: 

I. Approval with Conditions 

The Commission hereby grants a permit for the proposed development, subject to 
the conditions below, on the grounds that, as conditioned, the development 
will be in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the California 
Coastal Act of 1976, will not prejudice the ability of the local government 
having jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal program 
conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, and will not 
have any significant adverse impacts on the environment within the meaning of 
the California Environmental Quality Act. 

II. Standard Conditions. 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and 
development shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the 
permittee or authorized agent. acknowledging receipt of the permit and 
acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned to the Commission 
office • 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two 
years from the date this permit is reported to the Commission. 
Development shall be pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a 
reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the permit must 
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be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Compliance. All development must occur in strict compliance with the 
proposal as set forth in the application for permit, subject to any 
special conditions set forth below. Any deviation from the approved plans 
must be reviewed and approved by the staff and may require Commission 
approval. 

4. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any 
condition will be resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission. 

5. Inspections. The Commission staff shall be allowed to inspect the site 
and the project during its development, subject to 24-hour advance notice. 

6. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided 
assignee files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and 
conditions of the permit. 

7. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall 
be perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee 
to bind all future owners and possessors of the subject property to the 
terms and conditions. 

• 

III. Special Condjtjons. 

1. Baseline Study 

Prior to implementation of the preferential parking authorized by this permit • 
the applicant shall submit a baseline parking study, similar to that submitted 
for Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street, for Channel Road, Entrada Drive, and 
Ocean Hay in the City of Los Angeles, and the south side of San Vicente 
Boulevard and Ocean Avenue, between Adelaide Drive and Marguerita Avenue, in 
the City of Santa Monica. The applicant shall also submit a survey, conducted 
by the City, of motorist that park their vehicles in the surrounding area to 
determine purpose, duration, and frequency for parking in the area. 

2. Permit Expiration 

The parking program authorized by this permit shall terminate two years from 
the date of issuance of the permit. The City can apply for a new permit to 
reinstate the parking program. All posted parking restriction signs shall be 
removed within 30 days of termination of the preferential parking authorized 
by this permit, except that the Executive Director may allow the signs to 
remain beyond the 30 days if a substantially complete application for 
reinstatement is submitted within the 30 day grace period. The application 
for a new permit shall include a report documenting the impact of the 
preferential parking on Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street and on the 
surrounding streets within the City of Santa Monica and the City of Los 
Angeles. 

3. Public Information Measures 

' . 

Prior to the issuance of this permit the applicant shall submit a detailed 
plan indicating measures that the City will take to inform the public of • 
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proper conduct for the area and alternative exercise sites that could be used 
by the public. Such measures shall include, but not be limited to. the 
posting of information signs. 

IV. findings and Declarations. 

The Commission hereby finds and declares as follows: 

A. Project Description. Location and BacKground 

The applicant proposes to establish a preferential parKing zone along Adelaide 
Drive from Ocean Avenue to the coastal zone boundary (500 blocK of Adelaide 
Drive), along Fourth Street between Adelaide Drive and San Vicente Boulevard. 
Public parKing will be prohibited along Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street. The 
proposed preferential parKing zone is entirely within the City of Santa Monica 
(See Exhibit 2). 

The preferential parKing is proposed to apply between the hours of 6:00 P.M. 
and 8:00A.M .• seven days a weeK. Residents within the parKing zone will be 
allowed to purchase parKing permits from the City. Any vehicle parKed without 
a permit will be removed by the City. All designated streets will be posted 
with curbside signs indicating the parKing restrictions. 

The proposed preferential parKing zone is a residentially developed 
neighborhood consisting of mainly single-family residences. Adelaide Drive 
consists entirely of single-family residences. At San Vicente Boulevard and 
Fourth Street there are multiple-family residences at each corner . 

The proposed preferential parKing area is located in the northern area of the 
City of Santa Monica. just south of the City of Los Angeles• Pacific 
Palisades, planning subarea of the City of Los Angeles. To the north of 
Adelaide Drive is Santa Monica Canyon, which is located in the City of Los 
Angeles. Adelaide Drive runs along the south rim of the canyon. The entire 
roadway and approximately 12 feet of the unimproved right-of-way, along the 
rim of the canyon. is within the City of Santa Monica. 

Descending from the Adelaide Drive, within the City of Santa Monica are two 
public stairways. These stairways were created when the residential tract in 
the City of Los Angeles was originally subdivided in 1927. The first stairway 
is located near the intersection of Fourth Street and Adelaide Drive. This 
stairway descends approximately 115 vertical feet from Adelaide Drive in the 
City of Santa Monica down to Ocean Avenue in the City of Los Angeles. The 
second stairway is located approximately 727 feet further to the east along 
Adelaide Drive, across from the residence at 526 Adelaide. This second 
stairway abuts and lies outside of the coastal zone boundary. This stairway 
descends approximately 130 vertical feet from Adelaide Drive, in the City of 
Santa Monica, down to Entrada Drive, in the City of Los Angeles. 

These stairways provide access from the upland areas of Santa Monica down to 
the bottom of the canyon. From the bottom of the canyon beach access is 
available via Ocean Way, Entrada Drive, and Channel Road in the City of Los 
Angeles. Adelaide Drive and the stairways are used for general pedestrian 
access, viewing, strolling, jogging and stair climbing as a form of exercise . 

According to the City, the City received a petition from residents on Adelaide 
Drive, and some residents adjacent to the intersection of Fourth Street and 
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San Vicente Boulevard requesting the establishment of a preferential parking 
zone. The reason for the request is due to the number of people that park • 
along these streets to use the stairs for exercise (stair climbers). The 
stairs have become a very popular exercise spot for many members of the public 
(See Exhibits 8, 9, and 10 for Newspaper accounts of the popularity of the 
stairs). This popularity, according to the City and residents of the area, 
has created parking, traffic and other problems associated with users of the 
stairs. 

Parking is currently available along the south side of Adelaide Drive, the 
north and south side of San Vicente Boulevard, and the east and west side of 
Fourth Street. Adelaide Drive contains approximately 63 parking spaces 
between Ocean Avenue and the coastal zone boundary (88 parking spaces from 
Ocean Avenue to Seventh Street). San Vicente Boulevard contains approximately 
74 parking spaces along the north side of the street, between Ocean Avenue and 
the Coastal boundary (98 parking spaces from Ocean Avenue to Seventh Street). 
Fourth street contains approximately 17 spaces on the east side and 19 spaces 
on the west side for a total of 36 parking spaces. There is an unrestricted 
curb side area along the east side of Ocean Avenue, between Adelaide Drive and 
San Vicente Boulevard, that provides an area for approximately eleven vehicles 
(Ocean Avenue will not be subject to any proposed parking restrictions). 

B. Public Comments 

During the Commission hearing in October 1996 for permit application #5-96-059 
and then again in January 1997 for #5-96-221, there was public testimony both 
for and against the City•s proposed preferential parking proposal. In • 
addition, Commission staff received numerous comments from the public for the 
two previously submitted applications. A brief description of the comments 
received is listed below. 

Residents of the proposed preferential parking zone have submitted a petition 
to the South Coast Commission office with over 500 names in support of this 
application. Residents have also submitted photographs and a video tape 
documenting the popularity of the stairways and problems associated with the 
use of the stairs. 

Residents of the area state that due to the number of exercise enthusiasts 
that use the stairs, and park along the nearby streets, there are traffic 
problems, general access is impeded along the stairs and along Adelaide, there 
is litter problems, trespassing, and other socially unacceptable behavior 
occur in the area. 

The South Coast District office has received over 60 letters from Santa Monica 
residents and other concerned citizens. The letters express support and 
opposition to the City•s original preferential parking proposal. Due to the 
large number of letters received only a few have been attached as 
representative of the letters received (see exhibits #11 thru 14). 

Concerns raised in support of the City•s proposal include the amount of noise 
generated by the number of people using the stairs at all hours of the day, 
the amount of traffic and lack of parking in the area, interference with • 
general use of the stairs, and littering. Some residents residing along San 
Vicente Boulevard state that they would support the City•s proposal if the 
preferential parking was extended onto their street. Staff has also received 
a letter addressed to thE!-commissioners from Mr. Sherman Stacey, an attorney, 
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who on behalf of the Friends of Adelaide Drive Neighborhood Association 
supports the City of Santa Monica's proposal . 

Concerns raised in opposition to the City's proposal include the privatization 
of a public street, the adverse parking impacts to the surrounding streets in 
Santa Monica and Los Angeles and reducing public access to the stairs and 
beach. Opponents further state that the residents along Adelaide Drive have 
adequate on-site parking via Adelaide Drive and through the alley that 
provides access to the garages behind the residences, and the amount of 
parking in the area is adequate for both residents and users of the stairs. 

A petition signed by approximately 400 people objecting to the City's original 
24-hour parking restriction proposal has also been received. 

C. State Wide Commission Permit Action on Preferential Parking Programs and 
Other Parking Prohibition Measures. 

Over the last twenty years the Commission has acted on a number of permit 
applications throughout the State with regards to preferential parking 
programs along public streets (see Exhibit 12, for a chart of Preferential 
Parking Program Permit Applications). In 1979 the City of Santa Cruz 
submitted an application for a preferential parking program in the Live Oak 
residential area [P-79-295 (City of Santa Cruz)]. The program restricted 
public parking during the summer weekends between 11 A.M. to 5 P.M. The loss 
of available parking along the public streets was mitigated by the City by the 
availability of day use permits to the general public, the provision of remote 
lots and a free shuttle system. As mitigated the Commission approved the 
permit. 

In 1982 the City of Hermosa Beach submitted an application for a preferential 
parking program for the area located immediately adjacent to the coastline and 
extending approximately 1,000 feet inland [ #5-82-251 (City of Hermosa 
Beach)]. The proposed restricted area included the downtown commercial 
district and a residential district that extended up a hill 1,000 feet inland. 
The purpose of the preferential parking zone was to alleviate parking 
congestion near the beach. The program included two major features: a 
disincentive system to park near the beach and a free remote parking system to 
replace the on-street spaces that were to be restricted. The Commission found 
that the project as proposed reduced access to the coastal zone and was not 
consistent with the access policies of the Coastal Act. Therefore, the 
Commission approved the preferential program with conditions to ensure 
consistency with the Coastal Act. The conditions included the availability of 
day-use parking permits to the general public, a shuttle system and the 
provision of remote parking spaces. The Commission subsequently approved an 
amendment (July 1986) to remove the shuttle system since the City provided 
evidence that the shuttle was lightly used, the remote parking areas were 
within walking distance, and beach access would not be reduced by the 
elimination of the shuttle program. The City explained to staff that due to a 
loss of funds for the operation of the shuttle system it was necessary to 
discontinue the shuttle and request an amendment to the Coastal permit. The 
Commission approval of the City's amendment request to discontinue the shuttle 
system was based on findings that the shuttle system was not necessary to 
ensure maximum public access. 
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In 1983 the City o·f Santa Cruz submitted an application for the establishment 
of a residential parking permit program in the area known as the Beach Flats 
area [#3-83-209 (City of Santa Cruz)]. The Beach Flat area consists of a mix 
of residential and commercial/visitor serving uses, just north of the Santa 
Cruz beach and boardwalk. The area was originally developed with summer beach 
cottages on small lots and narrow streets. The Commission found that 
insufficient off-street parking was provided when the original development 
took place, based on current standards. Over the years the beach cottages 
were converted to permanent residential units. Hith insufficient off-street 
parking plus an increase in public beach visitation, parking problems were 
created. The Commission found in this particular case that the residents were 
competing with visitors for parking spaces; parking was available for visitors 
and beachgoers in public lots; and adequate public parking in non-metered 
spaces was available. Therefore, the Commission approved the permit with 
conditions to ensure that parking permits (a total of 150) were not issued to 
residents of projects which received coastal permits for new development. 

In 1987 the Commission approved, with conditions, a permit for a preferential 
parking program in the City of Capitola [#3-87-42 (City of Capitola)]. The 
program contained two parts: the Village parking permit program and the 
Neighborhood parking permit program. The Village consisted of a mixture of 
residential, commercial and visitor-serving uses. The Neighborhood district 
consisted of residential development located in the hills above the Village 
area. The Village, which has frontage along the beach, is surrounded on three 
sides by three separate neighborhoods. Two neighborhoods are located above 
along the coastal bluffs with little or no direct beach access. The third 
neighborhood is located inland, north of the Village. 

Similar to the Santa Cruz area mentioned above the proposed Village area 
changed from summer beach cottages to permanent residential units, with 
insufficient off-street parking. Combining the insufficient off-street 
parking with an increase in beach visitation on-street parking became a 
problem for residents and businesses within the Village and within the 
Neighborhood. The programs were proposed to minimize traffic and other 
conflicts associated with the use of residential streets by the visiting 
public. The Village program allowed residents to obtain permits to exempt 
them from the two-hour on-street parking limit that was in place, and the 
requirement of paying the meter fee. The Neighborhood program would have 
restricted parking to residents only. 

The Village program did not exclude the general public from parking anywhere 
within the Village. The Neighborhood program as proposed, however, would have 
excluded non-residents from parking in the Neighborhood streets. The 
Commission found that public access includes, not only pedestrian access, but 
the ability to drive into the Coastal Zone and park, to bicycle, and to view 
the shoreline. Therefore, as proposed the Commission found that the proposal 
would adversely affect public access opportunities. Without adequate 
provisions for public use of these public streets that include ocean vista 
points, residential permit parking programs present potential conflicts with 
Coastal Act access policies. Therefore, the Commission approved the permit 
with special conditions to assure public access. These included conditions to 
limit the number of permits within the Village area, provisions to restrict 
public parking limitations only near vista point areas in the Neighborhood 
district, access signage program, operation of a public shuttle system, 
monitoring program and a one-year time limit on the permit (requiring a new 

• 
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permit or amendment to continue the program) • 

In 1990 the City of Los Angeles submitted an application for preferential 
parking along portions of Mabery Road, Ocean Way Entrada Drive, West Channel 
Road and East Rustic Road in the Pacific Palisades area, within Santa Monica 
Canyon [#5-90-989 (City of Los Angeles)]. The proposed streets were located 
inland of and adjacent to Pacific Coast Highway. The preferential parking 
zone extended a maximum of approximately 2,500 feet inland along East Rustic 
Road. According to the City•s application the purpose of the proposal was for 
parking relief from non-residents. Despite available parking along 
surrounding streets and in nearby State beach parking lots, that closed at 
5:30P.M., along Pacific Coast Highway, the Commission denied the application 
because the areas were used for parking by beachgoers and that the elimination 

· of public on-street parking along these streets would reduce public beach 
parking in the evening and visitor serving commercial parking. 

As shown above the Commission has had before them a number of preferential 
parking programs state wide. The Commission has approved all of the programs 
except for one. While the approved programs regulated public parking they did 
not exclude public parking in favor of exclusive residential use. Because the 
programs were designed or conditioned by the Commission to preserve public 
parking, the Commission found the programs consistent with the access policies 
of the Coastal Act. 

All programs attempted to resolve a conflict between residents and coastal 
visitors over on-street parking. The Commission approved the programs only 
when the Commission could find a balance between the parking needs of the 
residents and the general public without adversely impacting public access. 
For example, in permit #P-79-295 (City of Santa Cruz> and #5-82-251 (City of 
Hermosa Beach) preferential parking was approved with mitigation offered by 
the City or as conditions of approval that were required by the Commission to 
make available day use permits to the general public, remote parking and a 
shuttle system. In #3-83-209 (City of Santa Cruz) because of a lack of 
on-site parking for the residents within a heavily used visitor serving area 
and adequate nearby public parking the Commission approved the project to 
balance the needs of the residents with the general public without adversely 
impacting public access to the area. In #3-87-42 (City of Capitola) the 
Commission approved the program for the visitor serving area (the Village> 
because it did not exclude the general public from parking in the Village but 
only limited the amount of time a vehicle could park. However, preferential 
parking in the Neighborhood district, located in the upland area, was, for the 
most part, not approved since it excluded the general public from parking. 
The only area within the Neighborhood district that was approved with parking 
restrictions was those areas immediately adjacent to vista points. In these 
areas the Commission allowed the City to limit public parking to two hour time 
limits. 

Where a balance between residents and the general public could not be found 
that would not adversely impact public access opportunities the Commission has 
denied the preferential parking programs, as in the case of #5-90-989 (City of 
Los Angeles). 

In addition to preferential parking programs the Commission has also reviewed 
proposals to prohibit general parking by such measures as posting 11 No parking .. 
signs and 11 red curbing" public streets. In 1993 the City of Malibu submitted 
an application for prohibiting parking along the inland side of a 1.9 mile 
stretch of Pacific Coast Highway [#4-93-135 (City of Malibu)]. The project 
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would have eliminated 300 to 350 parking spaces. The City's reason for the 
request was to minimize the number of beachgoers crossing Pacific Coast 
Highway for public safety concerns. The Commission denied the request because 
the City failed to show that public safety was a problem and there was no 
alternative parking sites provided to mitigate the loss of available public 
parking. Although there were public parking lots located seaward of Pacific 
Coast Highway and in the upland areas the City's proposal would have resulted 
in a loss of public parking. The Commission, therefore, found that the 
proposal would adversely impact public access and was inconsistent with the 
access policies of the Coastal Act. In denying the proposal the Commission 
recognized the City's concerns to maximize public safety and found that there 
were alternatives to the project which would have increased public safety 
without decreasing public access. 

In 1989 the Commission appealed the City of San Diego's permit for the 
institution of parking restrictions (red curbing and signage) along 
residential roads in the La Jolla Farms area (#A-6-LJS-89-166). The purpose 
for the parking restrictions was due to residential opposition to the number 
of students from the University of California at San Diego campus who parked 
on La Jolla Farms Road and Black Gold road, and the resulting traffic and 
public safety concerns associated with pedestrians and road congestion in the 
area. Specifically, the property owners association cited dangerous curves 
along some portions of the roadway which inhibited visibility; lack of 
sidewalks in the area and narrow streets (between 37 to 38 feet wide); and 
increased crime. 

• 

The Commission filed the appeal due to concerns on the parking prohibition and • 
its inconsistency with the public access policies of the Coastal Act. The 
area contained a number of coastal access routes for beach access and access 
to a major vista point. 

The Commission found that the City's permit would eliminate a source of public 
parking and would be inconsistent with the public access policies of the 
Coastal Act. The Commission further found that the elimination of the public 
parking spaces along the areas proposed could only be accepted with the 
assurance that a viable reservoir of public parking remained within the area. 
Therefore, the Commission approved the project with special conditions to 
limit public parking to two-hours during the weekdays and unrestricted parking 
on weekends and holidays. The Commission further allowed red-curbing 
basically along one side of the road(s) and all cu-de-sacs for emergency 
vehicle access. The Commission found, in approving the project as 
conditioned, the project maximized public access opportunities while taking 
into consideration the concerns of private property owners. 

As in the preferential parking programs that have come before the Commission 
in the past if proposed parking prohibition measures can be proposed or 
conditioned so that private property owner concerns can be balanced with 
coastal access opportunities, where impacts to public access is minimized, the 
Commission may find such proposals consistent with the public access policies 
of the Coastal Act. 

D. Public Access and Recreation 

Pursuant to Section 30106 of the Coastal Act development includes a change in • 
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kind or intensity of use of land. In this instance the change in intensity of 
use of land is converting the on-street parking spaces from public spaces to 
residential spaces-- a change in use from a public use, to a private, 
residential use, which in this instance is located on public property. 
Placement of the parking signs advising of the district is also development. 

One of the strongest goals of the Coastal Act is to protect, provide and 
enhance public access to and along the coast. The establishment of a 
residential parking zone within walking distance of a public beach or other 
recreational areas will significantly reduce public access opportunities. 

Several Coastal Act policies require the Commission to protect beach and 
recreation access: 

Section 30210 of the Coastal Act states: 

In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the 
California Constitution. maximum access, which shall be conspicuously 
posted, and recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the 
people consistent with public safety needs and the need to protect public 
rights. rights of private property owners. and natural resource areas from 
overuse. 

Section 30211 of the Coastal Act states: 

Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the 
sea where acquired through use or legislative authorization. including, 
but not limited to, the use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the 
first line of terrestrial vegetation. 

Section 30212.5 of the Coastal Act states: 

Hherever appropriate and feasible, public facilities, including parking 
areas or facilities. shall be distributed throughout an area so as to 
mitigate against the impacts, social and otherwise, or overcrowding or 
overuse by the public of any single area. 

Section 30213 of the Coastal Act states in part: 

Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, 
encouraged, and, where feasible, provided. Developments providing public 
recreational opportunities are preferred. 

Section 30214 of the Coastal Act states: 

<a> The public access policies of this article shall be implemented in a 
manner that takes into account the need to regulate the time, place, and 
manner of public access depending on the facts and circumstances in each 
case including. but not limited to, the following: 

(1) Topographic and geologic site characteristics. 

(2) The capacity of the site to sustain use and at what level of 
intensity. 
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(3) The appropriateness of limiting public access to the right to 
pass and repass depending on such factors as the fragility of the · 
natural resources in the area and the proximity of the access area to. 
adjacent residential uses. 

(4) The need to provide for the management of access areas so as to 
protect the privacy of adjacent property owners and to protect the 
aesthetic values of the area by providing for the collection of 
litter. 

(b) It is the intent of the Legislature that the public access policies of 
this article be carried out in a reasonable manner that considers the 
equities and that balances the rights of the individual property owner 
with the public's constitutional right of access pursuant to Section 4 of 
Article X of the California Constitution. Nothing in this section or any 
amendment thereto shall be construed as a limitation on the rights 
guaranteed to the public under Section 4 of Article X of the California 
Constitution. 

(c) In carrying out the public access policies of this article, the 
commission, regional commissions. and any other responsible public agency 
shall consider and encourage the utilization of innovative access 
management techniques, including, but not limited to, agreements with 
private organizations which would minimize management costs and encourage 
the use of volunteer programs. 

Section 30223: 

Upland areas necessary to support coastal recreational uses shall be 
reserved for such uses, where feasible. 

In addition the City's certified LUP designates the stairs along Adelaide 
Drive as pedestrian access points. The LUP in reference to the Adelaide Drive 
stairs states that: 

The City shall maintain that portion of the public accessways along 
Adelaide Drive located within the City of Santa Monica which connect to 
stairs and walks through Santa Monica Canyon in Pacific Palisades. These 
walks provide access to the north end of Santa Monica Beach. 

In preliminary studies that led to the adoption of the Coastal Act, the 
Commission and the Legislature reviewed evidence that land uses directly 
adjacent to the beach were required to be regulated to protect access and 
recreation opportunities. These sections of the Coastal Act provide that the 
priority of new development near beach areas shall be given to uses that 
provide support for beach recreation. The Commission has required the 
dedication of trails in upland and mountainous areas near the beach to provide 
coastal viewing and alternatives to the beach for jogging, strolling and 
cycling. 

The proposed parking zone is adjacent to a number of beach and recreation 
accessways and provides a number of recreational opportunities. Two beach and 

• 

recreation accessways that are provided in this area are the two public • 
streets that intersect Ocean Avenue: Adelaide Avenue and San Vicente 
Boulevard. These two streets provide unmetered parking opportunities for 
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access to the northern end of Palisades Par~ and the beach. Palisades Par~ is 
a coastal bluff top par~ offering panoramic views of the beach, coastal 
bluffs. and Santa Monica Mountains. According to the City•s LUP Palisades 
Par~ is a major visitor serving facility. It offers a quiet. more passive 
recreational opportunity and an alternative to the sandy beach. The par~ is a 
very popular par~ attracting sightseers, strollers, and joggers. The par~ 
also provides access to the beach via four pedestrian bridges that cross over 
Pacific Coast Highway. 

Another recreational accessway is via the two sets of stairs that descend from 
Adelaide Drive down into Santa Monica Canyon. These stairs provide access 
down to the streets in the canyon that lead directly to the beach. The first 
set of stairs is located at the intersection of Adelaide Drive and Fourth 
Street. From this stairway the beach is approximately 2.181 feet (.41 miles) 
away. The second stairway is located approximately 727 feet east of Fourth 
Street and approximately 2,908 feet (.55 miles> from the beach. This second 
stairway abuts and is outside of the coastal zone boundary. 

Adelaide Drive, because of its scenic value attracts strollers. joggers, 
artists. and sightseers. These various users par~ their vehicles along 
Adelaide and Fourth Street. 

Because the streets and the stairways are public the public has a right to use 
these streets for par~ing and other coastal recreational activities as long as 
these activities do not interfere with the rights or safety of the adjacent 
property owners. The City has submitted evidence showing that due to high use 
of the stairs, during certain periods of the day. there may be potential 
public safety concerns with regards to emergency vehicle access. Because of 
these potential problems the City believes that there is a need to manage 
access to the area and protect adjacent property owners. 

The Preferential Par~ing zone is being proposed in order to mitigate par~ing 
and public nuisance problems created by exercise enthusiasts that use the two 
stairs along Adelaide Drive. The reasons given by the City and residents 
indicate that there is heavy use on these public streets, and that from the 
point of view of neighborhood residents, there are major inconveniences 
associated with the impacts of public use on their streets. Problems cited 
include double par~ing, littering, and socially unacceptable behavior. 

The City has submitted a letter from the City•s Deputy Fire Chief, dated June 
s. 1996, to the South Coast District office (see Exhibit 7). The Deputy Fire 
Chief expresses his departments concern with the par~ing situation on Adelaide 
Drive and Fourth Street. The letter states that there is concern that there 
is a potential problem with emergency vehicle access. to the homes located 
along these streets. 

The City indicates that the police department initiated an enforcement 
deployment between May 27 and June 9, 1995 in response to complaints from the 
Adelaide Drive neighbors regarding activities at the Fourth Street stairs. 
During this period the police issued 100 citations for par~ing violations and 
citations for urinating in public, trespassing on private property, 
pedestrians bloc~ing or impeding vehicular traffic and leash law violations 
(see Exhibit 6) • 

Throughout the year this nuisance problem and the par~ing difficulties that 
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arise during peak use of the stairs are experienced by residents along 
Adelaide Drive east of Fourth Street and along Fourth Street, between Adelaide • 
Drive and San Vicente Boulevard. Use of ·the stairs occurs basically 
throughout the entire day. 

The City conducted a parking survey of Adelaide Drive. from Ocean Avenue to 
Fourth Street; Adelaide Drive. between Fourth Street and Seventh Street; and 
Fourth Street, between Adelaide Drive and San Vicente Boulevard. The survey 
was conducted on four separate days <Wednesday. Thursday. Saturday, and 
Sunday) during the month of September 1995 and May 1996. See Exhibit 4 and 5 
for the survey and summary of the survey. Review of the parking survey 
indicates that there are peak parking periods during the weekday and weekend 
that occur along Adelaide Drive and along Fourth Street. 

During the weekday two peak parking periods occur. On Adelaide Drive. between 
Ocean Avenue and Fourth Street, which provides 38 parking spaces, the peak 
demand occurs at 11 A.M. and 7 P.M. During the eleven o•clock hour the total 
occupancy is at 63~. During 7 P.M. the rate is at 58t. Along Adelaide Drive, 
between Fourth Street and Seventh Street the rates are higher. During the 
morning 78~ of the 50 spaces provided on this street segment are occupied at 9 
A.M. Then at 7 P.M., 100~ of the spaces are occupied. 

Along Fourth Street, between Adelaide Drive and San Vicente Boulevard, the 
morning peak occurs at 7 A.M. During this hour the occupancy rate for the 36 
parking spaces is approximately 82~. The evening peak parking demand occurs 
around 7 A.M. with an occupancy of approximately 9~. 

During the weekend there is basically one peak parking period for each segment • 
of Adelaide Drive. Along Adelaide Drive. between Ocean Avenue and Fourth 
Street, a occupancy high of 68~ for the day occurs at 8 A.M. Along Adelaide 
Drive. east of Fourth Street a high of 72~ occurs at 9 A.M. Along Fourth 
Street there is a high of 94~ in the morning (7, 8, and 11 A.M.) and a high of 
10~ at 8 P.M. 

These periods of high occupancy along both segments of Adelaide Drive and 
Fourth Street coincide with increased temporary parking (two hours or less). 
During the weekday the temporary parking occupancy rate varies during the 
total peak occupancy period from 26~ to 52~ for the morning hours. During the 
evening peak period temporary parking use ranges between 36~ to 82~. These 
percentages, however, only show the percentage of vehicles that park along the 
streets from anywhere from less than an hour to two hours. The City's parking 
survey does not separate the type of users (stair climbers. strollers, 
domestic help, delivery, construction workers, etc.) that also park along 
these streets. 

The City conducted a separate user survey in an attempt to find a correlation 
between the number of vehicles parking on the street and the number of people 
using the stairs. The user survey was conducted by surveyors that were 
positioned at the top and bottom of the stairways. These surveyors observed 
the activity of the people using the stairs. The surveyors noted if the users 
were repeatedly using the stairs as a form of exercise or were using the 
stairs as a means of access for other destinations, such as in the direction 
of the beach. The City found that during the survey 86~ of the people using • 
the stairs were using the stairs as a form of exercise. The City also found 
that based on the peak use periods of the stairs and the increase in vehicles 
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parking along the nearby streets the majority of stair climbers drive to the 
area. 

The survey also indicated that the area is used by other type of users, such 
as strollers and possibly beachgoers. The survey showed that approximately 
121 of the people observed in the area were walking along Adelaide and using 
the stairs for access to an unknown destination (although some of the observed 
people descending the stairs turned east in the direction of the beach, it was 
not determined if they were going to the beach). From the survey data it can 
not be determined if these various users of the area drive to the area and 
park along the neighborhood streets. 

The high use of the area, which coincides with the use by the stair climbers, 
creates parking and traffic problems along these narrow streets that in turn 
creates potential safety problems for emergency vehicle access. The parking 
survey submitted by the City shows that there is sufficient parking along 
Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street to support the parking demand during the · 
weekday and weekend. During non-peak hours, along Adelaide Drive, west of 
Fourth Street, 261 to to 561 of the parking spaces are available for public 
parking. East of Fourth Street 421 to 661 of the public parking spaces are 
available. Along Fourth Street the availability of spaces is generally lower 
throughout the day than that on Adelaide Drive due to the fewer parking spaces 
and the street•s proximity to multi-family housing located at the corner of 
Fourth Street and San Vicente Boulevard. Available spaces range between 141 
to 5B1, with an available day average of 331. 

Based on the data provided by the City it is apparent that there is more than 
adequate parking throughout most of the day to support public parking without 
creating potential traffic safety concerns. There are periods of the day that 
the available street parking is heavily used and it is at these times there 
may be potential traffic problems. Potential parking and traffic impacts 
occur only during peak periods, since at other times of the day there is 
adequate parking. Along Adelaide, east of Fourth Street, on weekdays the peak 
periods, where the parking demand exceeds 701, occurs between B a.m. and 10 
a.m. and 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. During these times the occupancy rate is 
approximately 751 and 951, respectively. Along Adelaide Drive, west of Fourth 
Street, the parking demand during peak periods is only 581 and 631 and is not 
high enough to pose a potential traffic problem since adequate parking is 
available. Fourth Street, because of the high occupancy throughout the day, 
and as a primary emergency access route to Adelaide, there is a potential 
traffic problem throughout the day. 

Removing public parking along Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street from public use 
during peak beach and recreation periods will preclude the general public from 
the use of the area for public parking. Because of the visual quality of the 
area, Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street has been used for parking, not only by 
stair climbers, but by artists, strollers, and joggers for many years. 
Because the stairs also serve as a route for beach access the surrounding 
streets may also be used by beachgoers (joggers and strollers) for parking and 
access down to the beach area. 

Furthermore, restricting parking along Adelaide Drive during the entire day 
may shift the parking problem to other surrounding streets in the City of 
Santa Monica as well as the City of Los Angeles. The City has not submitted 
evidence that shows that, by eliminating public parking along these two 
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streets, the volume of people using the stairs would diminish. On a recent 
site visit to the stairs staff talked with ten people that were using the • 
stairs for exercise. All people interviewed indicated that regardless of the 
parking restriction they would continue to use the stairs. They all indicated 
they would continue to drive to the area and park on the unrestricted 
streets. Based on this information, stair climbers that park in the area will 
continue to drive and park on the unrestricted streets. 

The City assumes that visitors to the area that are currently parking along 
Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street will be dispersed into the surrounding 
streets. Except for San Vicente Boulevard. the City has not conducted a 
parking study to determine vehicle occupancy of the surrounding streets so the 
impact to these neighborhood streets has not be determined. Most of the 
development on the surrounding streets consist of older multiple-family 
residential development with inadequate off-street parking, based on current 
parking standards. Therefore, street parking 1s currently heavily impacted. 
The proposed restriction could have a ripple effect where the parking problem 
will be spread to the surrounding streets-- the addition of additional 
vehicles on the surrounding streets caused by spillover from visitors 
currently parking along Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street plus resident 
vehicles that will be displaced along the streets nearest Adelaide Drive and 
Fourth Street will be forced to park on other surrounding streets. Staff has 
received a number of letters and phone calls from people that reside on the 
surrounding streets, such as San Vicente Boulevard. Fourth Street south of San 
Vicente Boulevard, and Georgina Avenue, stating that the City's proposal will 
adversely impact parking on their streets. 

Streets, such as San Vicente Boulevard, which is a broad street (approximately • 
100 feet wide), may be able to accommodate the additional traffic without 
creating safety problems. However, streets such as Entrada Drive, Channel, 
Amalfi Street, and Ocean Hay, that are located down near the bottom of the 
stairs, in the City of Los Angeles, are narrow and inadequate to safely 
accommodate additional vehicles that would be shifted over by the proposed 
preferential parking along Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street. 

Moreover, some of the streets within the Santa Monica canyon, such as Entrada 
Drive, Channel Drive and Ocean Hay, lead directly to the beach and are used as 
a parking alternative to the beach parking lots. In 1990 the City of Los 
Angeles submitted an application (#5-90-989) for preferential parking along 
portions of Mabery Road, Ocean Hay Entrada Drive, West Channel Road and East 
Rustic Road, within Santa Monica Canyon. The Commission denied the 
application because the areas were used for parking by beachgoers and that the 
elimination of public on-street parking along these streets would reduce 
public beach and visitor serving commercial parking.' A representative of 
Councilman Marvin Braude has indicated that residents within Santa Monica 
canyon in the City of Los Angeles have again approached the City with a 
request for preferential parking due to impacts from joggers and beachgoers. 
The representative indicated that if the preferential parking is approved in 
the City of Santa Monica the City of Los Angeles anticipates further parking 
and traffic problems within the Canyon. 

Furthermore, Ocean Avenue, which is located approximately 1,500 feet from the 
Fourth Street stairs and is at the western terminus of Adelaide Drive in the • 
City of Santa Monica, provides metered public parking for the adjacent bluff 
top park-- Palisades Park. As stated early the park is a popular park and 
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major visitor serving facility. It attracts regional, national and 
international visitors. Popular uses of the park include sightseeing, 
strolling, and jogging. The park also provides beach access via pedestrian 
bridges. Restricting parking along Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street may force 
visitors currently parking along these streets to park along Ocean Avenue. 
This will adversely impact the availability of parking for park users and 
beachgoers. This impact in turn will force park users to park in the adjacent 
neighborhoods creating additional neighborhood parking problems. 

Section 30212.5 of the Coastal Act states in part that parking areas shall be 
distributed throughout an area to mitigate against the impacts of overcrowding 
or over use by the public. The area along Adelaide Drive, because of its ease 
of access. free parking, and visual quality has become a popular recreational 
area over the years for the residents of Santa Monica as well as for residents 
of other surrounding communities. The area serves as an upland low-cost 
recreational alternative to the beach area. Because the area is a residential 
area the capacity of the roadway and on-street parking may not be adequate to 
support high public use as is occurring during certain times of the day. 
There are no public restrooms. trash receptacles. or drinking fountains as you 
might find in areas that are developed for public use. However, high use of 
the area is only occurring during certain periods of the day. During the 
other times the roadway and on-street parking supply is more than adequate to 
meet the nominal demands placed by the users of the area. 

Any measures taken to mitigate the parking and traffic problems associated 
with the public use of the area should be proportionate to the impact and 
should, to the maximum extent possible. protect public beach access and 
coastal recreation activities. As shown in the City 1 s parking survey during 
non-peak use periods available on-street public parking varies from 52t to SOt 
along Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street. This amount of available on-street 
public parking is sufficient to ensure that the streets are not blocked by 
private vehicles queuing for available spaces and that there are adequate 
spaces available for emergency vehicle parking. 

By limiting the hours for preferential parking to 6:00P.M. to 8:00A.M., as 
proposed by the City. the City's concerns with parking and traffic will be 
addressed and the area will continue to be available to the general public 
during periods that are generally associated with beach and recreation use 
periods. 

By allowing the City to prohibit public parking between the hours of 6:00P.M. 
and 8:00A.M., the City 1 s residential problems with traffic and safety and 
public nuisance problems will be mitigated. However. the Commission notes 
that in terms of socially unacceptable behavior, although the Commission is 
sensitive to the City 1 s social problems associated with the stairs. such 
unlawful activities are an enforcement problem. Laws governing unlawfull 
activities. such as littering. trespassing and urinating in public. already 
exist and should be enforced. 

As proposed the hours will protect the main peak use periods normally 
associated with beach access and coastal recreation and will not significantly 
impact beach access and recreation. Furthermore, as proposed, the hours will 
adequately address the City 1 s concerns regarding public safety issues. By 
limiting the hours from 6:00 to 8:00A.M. the public will continue to be 
allowed to park in the area during the day and use the area for beach access 
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and coastal recreation. Sightseers that visit the area after 6:00 P.M. will . 
continue to be allowed to momentarily stop their vehicles along Adelaide Drive • 
to enjoy the views. If longer viewing periods are preferred sightseers can 
park a block away on San Vicente Boulevard and walk to and along San Vicente 
Boulevard or park at Palisades Park to enjoy the views from atop the bluffs 
where there are greater panoramic views available of the Ocean and coastline. 

To ensure that the preferential parking hours wi 11 not cause adverse impacts 
to the surrounding area a condition requiring the City to resubmit a new 
application within two years from the date of permit issuance and submit 
baseline parking data for the surrounding streets prior to implementation of 
this permit in order to properly evaluate the projects impact are necessary. 
To help improve the conduct of the public in the area the City shall also 
submit and implement a plan to notify the public of the proper conduct for the 
area. In addition, the City shall also include alternative exercise sites in 
the surrounding area that are available to the public to help alleviate the 
heavy use of the stairs. 

Over the last twenty years the Commission has found in past coastal permit 
action throughout the State, regarding preferential parking programs and other 
parking prohibition measures, the needs of the residents and the general 
public must be balanced without adversely impacting public access [#P-79-295 
(City of Santa Cruz); #5-82-251 (City of Hermosa Beach>; #3-83-209 (City of 
Santa Cruz>; #3-87-42 (City of Capitola; #5-90-989 (City of Los Angeles>: 
#4-93-135 (City of Malibu); and #A-6-LJS-89-166 (City of San Diego)]. The 
hours proposed will balance the needs of the residents in regards to public 
safety and traffic with the needs of the public in regards to public access • 
and recreation. 

However, since the City has not submitted any parking information on the 
surrounding streets and does not know what impacts a preferential parking 
program will have on the surrounding area it is necessary to limit the program 
to a two-year period and to require baseline data on the surrounding streets. 
These requirements will allow the identification and evaluation of the 
significance of any possible impacts and provide an information base upon 
which to make necessary adjustments or to eliminate the program due to adverse 
impacts that can not be mitigated. The Commission, therefore, finds that only 
as conditioned to require the applicant to submit baseline parking data for 
the surrounding streets, limiting the permit to a two-year period, and 
requiring a signage program regarding proper conduct and alterative exercise 
sites, will the proposed project be consistent with Sections 30210, 30211, 
30212.5, 30213, 30214, and 30223 of the Coastal Act of 1976. 

E. Visual Resource 

Section 30250(a) of the Coastal Act states, in part, that: 

(a) New residential, commercial, or industrial development, except as 
otherwise provided in this division, shall be located within, contiguous 
with, or in close proximity to, existing developed areas able to 
accommodate it or, where such areas are not able to accommodate it, in 
other areas with adequate public services and where it will not have • 
significant adverse affects, either individually or cumulatively, on 
coastal resources. 
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Section 30251 of the Coastal Act says in part: 

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and 
protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall 
be sited and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic 
coastal areas. to minimize the alteration of natural land forms, to be 
visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, where 
feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas. 

In addition, the City of Santa Monica, in its Land Use Plan (LUP) that was 
certified by the Commission with suggested modifications. lists Adelaide Drive 
as a Scenic Corridor. Furthermore, Policy 46 and 49 of the Santa Monica LUP 
state: 

46. The scenic and visual qualities of the Coastal Zone shall be 
considered and protected as an important public resource. Public 
views to, from, and along the ocean, the Pier. Inspiration Point and 
Palisades Park shall be protected. Permitted development including 
public works of art shall be sited and designed to: 

a. protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal 
areas; 

b. minimize the alteration of natural landforms; and 

c. be visually compatible with the character of surrounding 
areas and restore and enhance visual quality in visually 
degraded areas. 

The Commission has consistently protected public view areas in accordance with 
the Coastal Act. The proposed preferential parking area includes Adelaide 
Drive that has been designated as a scenic corridor. Adelaide Drive is a 
scenic drive and offers views of the coastline and Santa Monica Mountains from 
the roadway and pedestrian walkway. 

Because of the scenic views offered along Adelaide Drive development along the 
descending slope north of Adelaide Drive. in the City of Los Angeles. have 
been limited to a height that does not exceed the height of Adelaide Drive. 
This restriction is imposed by the City of Los Angeles in order to protect the 
public view along Adelaide Drive. The City of Santa Monica and residents 
along Adelaide Drive have also been supportive of the height limit. In 1985 
residents along Adelaide Drive filed a lawsuit against the property owner at 
345 Adelaide Drive, Pacific Palisades, due to the height of the project which 
extended above Adelaide Drive. The Commission subsequently approved the 
completion of the unfinished single-family residence with a condition to limit 
the height to that of Adelaide Drive [#5-91-498 (Sanders)] in order to protect 
public views from Adelaide Drive. In other permit action the Commission has 
approved two single-family developments along the descending slope within the 
City of Los Angeles [#5-89-241(Keller) and #5-89-243(Adelaide Associates)]. 
Both developments were approved by the Commission at a height that did not 
exceed the height of Adelaide Drive in order to protect public views from 
along Adelaide Drive. 

• As stated in the City's LUP: 
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The speed at which the viewer moves changes the viewshed experience. The 
views for pedestrians .•. change slowly and subtly. Views for passengers • 
in moving cars change rapidly. · 

In order to be able to fully enjoy the views along Adelaide Drive it is 
necessary to be able to park and walk along the street. Due to the areas 
scenic quality a number of people are attracted to the area for various uses. 
Such uses include jogging. strolling, sightseeing, painting or drawing, and 
the stair climbing. 

The project as conditioned will balance the needs of the City and nearby 
residents with the needs of the general public in terms of public safety and 
public access. The project as conditioned will allow the public continued use 
of the area for parking, viewing and other activities associated with the 
views during periods when the streets are not heavily impacted with traffic 
that is generated by the stair climbers and during periods that are generally 
associated with peak beach and recreation periods. Therefore, the Commission 
finds that, as conditioned the proposed development will be consistent with 
Sections 30250 and 30251 of the Coastal Act and with the applicable policies 
of the City•s certified LUP. 

F. Local Coastal Program 

Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act states that: 

Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program. a Coastal Development • 
Permit shall be issued if the issuing agency, or the Commission on appeal, 
finds that the proposed development is in conformity with the provisions 
of Chapter 3 <commencing with Section 30200) of this division and that the 
permitted development will not prejudice the ability of the local 
government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with 
the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200). 

In August 1992, the Commission certified, with suggested modifications, the 
land use plan portion of the City of Santa Monica•s Local Coastal Program, 
excluding the area west of Ocean Avenue and Neilson way (Beach Overlay 
District), and the Santa Monica Pier. On September 15, 1992, the City of 
Santa Monica accepted the LUP with suggested modifications. 

The area within the Beach Overlay District was excluded from certification due 
to Proposition S discouraging visitor serving uses along the beach resulting 
in an adverse impact on coastal access and recreation. In deferring this area 
the Commission found that, although Proposition S and its limitations on 
development were a result of a voters initiative, the policies of the LUP were 
inadequate to achieve the basic Coastal Act goal of maximizing public access 
and recreation to the State beach and did not ensure that development would 
not interfere with the publtc•s right of access to the sea. 

As conditioned the project will not adversely impact coastal resources or 
access. The Commission, therefore, finds that the project, as conditioned, 
will be consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act and will not • 
prejudice the ability of the City to prepare a Local Coastal Program 
implementation program consistent with the policies of Chapter 3 of the 
Coastal Act as required by Section 30604(a). 
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G. California Environmental Quality Act • 

Section 13096 of the Commission's administrative regulations requires 
Commission approval of Coastal Development Permit applications to be supported 
by a finding showing the application, as conditioned by any conditions of 
approval, to be consistent with any applicable requirements of the California 
Environmental Quality Act CCEQA). Section 21080.5(d)(2)(i) of CEQA prohibits 
a proposed development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives 
or feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any 
significant adverse impact which the activity may nave on the environment. 

The proposed project, as conditioned, is consistent with the applicable 
polices of the Coastal Act. There are no feasible alternatives or mitigation 

· measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse 
impact which the activity may have on the environment. Therefore, the 
proposed project is found consistent with CEQA and the policies of the Coastal 
Act. 

9200F 
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SANTA 

June 3, 1996 

. Mr. A1 Padilla 
California Coastal Commission 
24S W. Broadway, Suite 380 
Long Beach, CA 90802 

MONICA• 

RE: Coastal Permit Application #S-96-0S9 for Preferential Parking Zone •HH" 

Dear Mr. Padilla: 

Pursuant to your request for follow-up information regarding the above referenced Coastal • 
application, please find the enclosed: 

1). Occupancy survey of available on-street parking s,paces wjthjn the project 
boundaries located within the Coastal Zone. Accutek, a survey company based in Diamond 
Bar, was hired by the City to conduct the occupancy survey. Weekend survey work was 
performed on Saturday, May 18 and Sunday, May 19, 1996 between the hours of 7:00am to 
li:OOpm. An additional weekday was surveyed on Thursday, May 23, 1996 between the 
hours of 7:00am to I O:OOpm. Attachment A contains the spreadsheet with the data from the 
surveys. The survey indicates consistently high occupancies of on-street parking spaces on 
4th Street and San Vicente Blvd. The occupancy survey coz:.ducted on Adelaide Drive 
provides information that exercisers drive to the area and park at the available on-street 
parking spaces along Adelaide Drive (see discussion below). Unfortunately, because of 
inclement weather, the weekday survey work was postponed from the previous week and 
conducted on Thursday, May23rd. No parking is allowed along· San Vicente and the west 
side of 4th St. from 1:00pm to 3:00pm on Thursdays for street sweeping. Therefore, the 
occupancy survey, particularly nearer· the times of the street sweeping hours, is not indicative 
of the true demand for on-street parking spaces in the area. 

2). Survey gf persons who utilize the 4th Street stairs (which connect Adelaide Prive 
to Ocean A venue in the City of Los Angeles) to determine: a.l the number of persons using 
the stairs: b.) tbeir destination or purpose for using the atairs gr parking on Adelaide Prive: • 
and c.l bow many persons parked go Adelaide Drive to enjgy the views. The surveys were 
conducted by Accutek on Saturday, May 18, 1996 between 6:00am to !O:OOpm and Sunday, 



.. 

• 

• 
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May 19, 1996 from IO:OOam to 2:00pm and 7:00pm to 9:00pm; the weekday work was 
performed on Thursday, May 23, 1996 between 9:00am to 6:00pm. Attachment B contains 
the spreadsheet with data from the surveys. The data was collected by surveyors located at 
the top and bottom of the 4th St. stairs (denoted as #1). In addition, the stairs located to the 
east between 4th St. and 7th St.(denoted as #2) were also surveyed on the Saturd,ily and 
Sunday noted above (see Attachment C for surveyor locations). The surveyors located at the 
two locations along Adelaide made notations as to the presumed destinations of the persons in 
the area (strolling and enjoying the views vs. exercising) based upon attire and behavior at 
the stairs. The second pair of surveyors were located at the bottom of the two sets of stairs 
and made notations as to the destination of those persons coming down the stairs (travelling 
west toward the beacl:t, east toward the second set of stairs or back up the stairs to Adelaide) 
in order to get a reading on the purpose of those using the stairs. Simply stated, the vast 
majority of the persons using the two sets of stairs are there to exercise (approximately 

· 86%). During the hours surveyed, 64% of people using the 4th St. stairs to reach the bottom 
of the canyon at Ocean Avenue immediately turned around and ascended the stairs back to 
Adelaide Drive. Over 90% of the people who reached Entrada Drive via the second set of 
stairs to the east climbed back up the stairs to Adelaide . 

. 
The number of people using the stairs for pedestrian access is far more than would be 
expected of a small residential neighborhood or area with persons coming to enjoy the views 
or access the beach. On many occasions during the survey period, over 100 people per hour 
were noted utilizing the stairs. These numbers, along with the percentages noted above, 
clearly demonstrate the extent to which these stairs are used for exercise, adversely affecting 
the pedestrian access to the bottom of the canyon. 

A comparison of the occupancy survey and user survey gives a clear indication as to the 
mode of transportation to Adelaide Drive. In the early morning of Saturday May 18th, 
between 7:00am and 8:00am, there was an increase of 33 persons exercising at the 4th St. 
stairs (from 31 persons observed between 6:00am and 7:00am to 64 persons between 7:00am 
and 8:00am) • During the same time period, there was an 24-car increase in the number of 
cars parked along Adelaide between Ocean Avenue and 7th St. (from 29 cars parked to 53 
cars). Between 6:00am and 8:00am, there were no persons observed enjoying the views. 
From 8:00am to 9:00am, there were 23 persons observed enjoying the views on Adelaide 
and 66 persons exercising at the stairs (an increase of 2 petsons exercising from the previous 
hour). During this same time period, there was a S-car increase in the number of cars parked 
along Adelaide (from 53 to 58 cars}. 

On Sunday, May 19th, a similar correlation can be seen between the hours of 7:00pm to 
9:00pm. The number of persons observed exercising decreased by 19 {from 48 persons 
observed from 7:00pm to 8:00pm to 29 persons from 8:00pm to 9:00pm) and the number of 
persons enjoying the views decreased by 6 (from 7 persons observed from 7:00pm to 8:00pm 
to 1 person observed from 8:00pm to 9:00pm). The number of cars parked along Adelaide 
decreased by 21 (with 34 cars parked on Adelaide at 7:00pm to 13 cars at 9:00pm). 
Interestingly, earlier on Sunday, there occurred a dramatic increase of almost 100% {from 31 
to ~9) in the number of cars parked along Adelaide for the one hour period between 8:00am 
to 9:00am. This number dropped down to 32 cars parked on Adelaide between 9:00am to 

EXHIBIT NO. J 
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lO:OOam. This observation would seem to indicate an early Sunday morning workout routine 
(there was no pedestrian surveying done during this ·period; however, there were no sudden • 
increases and decreases within a short period of time observed in the number of "viewers" on 
Adelaide during any surveyed time period). 

These numbers lead to the conclusion that: 1). the people who exercise at the staits. 
predominantly drive to the area; and 2). the people enjoying the views are predominantly 
nearby residents who walk to the area. 

Please note that per City instructions, the surveyors made every effort n~t to double--count 
those persons who would repeatedly use the two sets of stairs while exercising. However, · 
some double--counting undoubtedly occurred as indicated by the fact that the numbers 
contained in the spreadsheets from the locations at the tops and bottoms of the stairs did not 
correlate during several survey hours. 

3.) Histozy of the stairs. According to Los Angeles Councilmember Marvin Braude's 
office, the 4th Street stairs were originally built of wood in 1940 to provide access from the . 
top of the south-side of the canyon at Adelaide Drive in Santa Monica to the base at Ocean 
Avenue in Los Angeles. They were built by the City of Los Angeles from capital 
improvement funds. Due to significant deterioration, the stairs were replaced with concrete in 
the early 1980's by the City of Los Angeles, again with funds from the City's capital 
improvement fund. · 

As you can see from the enclosed drawing (Attachment D), only 12.64' of the steps are • 
within the City of Santa Monica. 

4.) Police nmorts relative to activities at the stpirs. The Police Department initiated 
an enforcement deployment from May 27 through June 9, 1995 in response to complaints 
from the Adelaide Drive neighbors regarding activities at the 4th St. stairs (see Attachment 
E). The Police issued a number of citations during this period including 100 citations for 
parking violations and citations for urinating in public, trespassing on private property, 
pedestrians blocking or impeding vehicular traffic and leash law violations. A total of 162 
officer hours were devoted to the deployment effort. 

S.) Alternatives considered by tbe City other than preferential parking to solve tbe 
neighborhood disturbances and other problems associated with the activities at the swrs. 
The enforcement activities of the Police Department referenced above did not in any way 
abate the level of exercise activity on the stairs or the resulting negative impacts on the 
neighborhood. In discussions with the neighbors, the Police Department recommended that 
the establishment of a preferential parking district was the most effective method of 
alleviating the traffic, congestion, and noise disturbances related to the exercise activity on 
the stairs along Adelaide Drive. The fact that the stairs were built by the City of Los Angeles 
and are located almost entirely outside of Santa Monica severely limits the City's options in 
dealing with these problems. 
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If you have any questions, please give me a call • 

Attachments 

cc: Susan McCarthy 
Suzanne Frick 
Karen Ginsberg 
Ron Fuchiwalci 

,;,• ... 
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&ummaa a1 
Packing &tud:v: flu 

Adelaide Drive/Sac VjcactefFour.th Street 

Date of Cars parked . Total spaces 
Survey Peak brs l·Z bra . occypied 

Adeleide Drive {between Oceen Ave. & 4th Strset) 
Tote/ svBilable spaces: 38 

8/6/95 (W) 

9am- 6(16%} 
11am 5(13%) . 
7pm 10(26%) 

5/18186~$) 

Sam 21 (55%) 
Sam 16(42%) 
12pm 9(23%} 
5pm 6(16%) 

5118/96($) 
9am , 5(39%} 
3pm 10(26%) 

5/23/96(Th) 
10am 4{10%) 
7pm 13(34%) 

Adelaide Drive (between 4th Street snd 7th Street) 
Total svsilab/e spsi:es: 50 

8/6/95 
9am · 24(4S%} 
11am 17(34%) 

22(5S%) 
24(63%) 
22(5S%} 

26(6S%) 
22(5S%) 
17{45%} 
, 5(39%) 

22(5S%) 
25(66%) 

22(58%) 
20(52%} 

39~7S%} 
37(74%} 

• 
. 

""' .... . . 

• 

7pm 41(82%) 54(1 OS%, includes driveways} 

5118/96 
9am 28(56%) 36(72%} 
2pm 16(32%) 26(52%) 

6/19/96 
9am 33(66%} 37(74%) 

5123/96 
2pm 20(40%) 31(62%) 

EXHIBIT NO. s-
11am 17(34%) 37(74%) Application.Numbe;e 
6pm 25(50%) 28(56%) 

s-.. 77-- "' 



. . 
. . 

Date of Cars parked Total spaces 

• Survey Peak hrs 

Fourth Street weS't S'ide. 

1-2 brs occupied 

7.Jtol ava11ab/e sptJceS': 19 ; ..... 

Ste/95 
7am 6(40%) 15(79%) 
.6pm 12(63%) 16(S4%) 
7pm 13{6S%) 1S{95%) 

1118/96 
Sam 7(36%) 1S(95%} 
2pm 7(36%) 1S(95%) 
5pm 10{52%) 19(.100%) 

6/19/96 
Sam 10(52%) 1S{95%) 
12pm 4(21 %) 1S(95%) 
5pm 4(21 %) 16(S4o/o) 

6/23/96 
10am 11 (58%) 1 5(79%} 
3pm 17(89%) 17(89%) 

•• Fourth Street etJS't S'ide 
Total available spaceS': 17 

9/6/95 
7am 6(35%) 16{94%) 
6pm S(47%) 1 5(88%) 
7pm 9(53%) , 7(1 00%} 

5/18/96 
Sam 6(35%) , 6(94%) 
2pm 7(41 %) 14(82%} 
5pm 3(17%) 11{65%) 

5119/96 
Sam 4(23%) 16(94%) 
12pm 4(23%) , 7(1 00%) 
5pm 3(17%) 16(94%) 

5/23196 
10am 5(29%) 15(SS%) 
12pm 6(35%} 1 5(SS%) 

3pm 5(29%) 10(59%) 

EXHIBIT NO. 

Application Number 

• -2.7&" 

California Coastal Commillaion 
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ATTACHMENT E 

CITY OF SANTA MONICA 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL :MEMORANDUM • 

June 3, 1996 

• EX!.J.~BIT NO. b J Appli~tion Number 

'J 5· rT-ltr 

TO: 

FROM: 

Mr. Paul Foley 

Officer Gray 

SUBJECT: Pollee Enforcement at 4th & Adleaide 

To address the concerns of the residents of the Adelaide neighborhood, an enforcement 
deployment was assigned to the area from May 27, 1995 through June 9, 1995. This 
was a collaborative joint effort of the neighbors and the Police Department to prevent 
potential accidents and injuries. 

As part of this effort, fliers were distributed to all in the area and Police Officers made 
personal contact with several residents and city visitors alike to inform them of the issues 
of concern being addressed. A majority of those contacts were pleasant and 
appreciative communications, however, several citations and warnings were issued as 
a result of this effort. Following is a list of hours deployed and the law enforcement 
action taken during the assignment: 

0900- 1200 
1700 .. 2000 
0900-1200 
0900-1200 
0900 .. 1200 
1700-2000 
1700-2000 
0900 .. 1200 
1700-2000 
0900-1200 
1700 .. 2000 
0900- 1200 
17-00 .. 2000 
0900-1200 
1700 .. 2000 

3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 
3 hrs. 

Sat. Sun. & Mon - May 27, 1995 
Sat. May 27, 1995 through Fri. June 9, 1995 
Sat. Sun. June. 3 & 4.. 1996 
Sat Sun. June 10 & 11, 1996 
Sat. Sun. June 17 & 18, 1996 
Sat Sun. June 10 & 11, 1996 
Fri. Sat. Sun. June 16,17, & 18, 1996 
Sat. Sun. June 24 & 25, 1996 
Fri. Sat. Sun .. June 23,24, & 25, 1996 
Sat. Sun. July 29 & 30, 1996 
Fri. Sat. Sun. July 28, 29, & 30, 1996 
Sat Sun August 5 & 6, 1996 
Fri. Sat. Sun. August 4, 5, & 6, 1996 
Sat. Sun. August 12 & 13, 1996 
Wed. Through Thu. August 9 • 17, 1996 

• 

• 



I • 

.· 
.. 

• 162 officer hours were dedicated to the above mentioned collaborative effort. 

• 

The first two weeks of this detail, officers were instructed to contact individuals to 
them of our objectives and the nmeighborhood focus. Several contacts were. made to 
those pedestrians blocking vehicular traffic, trespassing on residents private property and 
the importance of leash laws. Following two weeks of community contact and law 
enforcement presence, aggressive enforcement was practiced. Several citations were 
issues for various violations. AMong those violations were pedestrians urinating in 
public, trespassing on private property, pedestrians blocking or impeding vehicular traffic, 
leash laws, and approximately 100 citations were issued for parking violations. 

Officer Annmarie Gray 
Office of Operations 

EXHIBIT NO. ' 
Application Number ,_c; 7-_11~ 

Callfomia Coutal Commiaaion 
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SANTA MONIC!ft 

FIRE DEPARTMENT I ADMINISTRATION 
RICHARD B. BRIDGES 
FIRE CHIEF 
(310) 458-8651 

June 5. 1996 

Mr. AI PadUla 
California Coastal Commission 
245 W. Broadway. Suite 380 
Long Beach, California 90802 

Dear Mr. PadUla; 

This letter is written on behalf of ·the residents of the Adelaide neighborhood. 
As you lmow, the .. stairs .. located in their neighborhood are quite an attraction, 
drawing people from all parts of the greater Los Angeles area, at all times of the 
day. 

Regarding this area. the main concern of the Santa Monica Fire Department is 
our access to the homes located in the 100 block of 4th Street and from the 
100 block to the 600 block of Adelaide Drive. As you may be aware. Adelaide 
Drive is a very narrow street. and some of the visitors to that area have been 
lmown to ·double park... Although this has not been a documented problem for 
us in the recent past, there is a potential for this to occur on any given day. 

The Santa Monica Fire Department prides itself on rapid dispatch and 
response, often arriVing at the scene of any emergency in less than 4 minutes 
from the time of call. In the event of a fire or medical emergency, these early 
seconds have a dramatic effect on the successful resolution of the emergency. 

In the event that we would experience a ·double parking'" situation that blocks 
our access on Adelaide DriVe, it would definitely impede our early operations 
and possibly cause a delayed response, as well as . a change in our initial 
actions. · 

FAA NUMBER (310} 395-3395 
1444 7TH STREET • SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 90401-4012 

• 
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Business 
WPBuyouts, 
tOthers 
Ol:nmei1miZl Jael ..... Oil 

~ --praYldecl cub Depart.mem of Water lll4 
' take 11Z"17 l'ltlra:leDi or 
cmri1 p!HnUI ... ot 

... 

- tD limit limilar--. . . 
-. Wacbl llld . lle wUl 
:1111 week fat Ot7 ~ 
"1 employ .. who accept 
from ret.ui'DfDI tD wort fDr a=- tbe"1 ft'PI1101De 

ta pt'IYI!Dt futtn ba)'OUt 
!ced tD Cl"' employees . 
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Eurcise buft's runninl up 11\d down staircase that drops Into Santa ~onlca canyon upset neflhbOrl. 

We~tside . . - . ·. • ' 

Exercise Buffs Give Neighbors a Different Kind of Burn 
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To: California Coastal Commission 

From: Friends of Adelaide Drive 

[RECEIVED 

MAY 1 4 1996 

CAUFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSiON 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT 

Date: May 1, 1996 

Re: Application for Priority Parking on Adelaide Drive and 4th Street. 
City of Santa Monica 

We, residents in Santa Monica neighborhood.. are signing this petition in strong suppon of the 
application for permit parking at all times on Adelaide Drive and 4th street between San Vicente 
and Adelaide Drive. Many of us are senior citizens who have enJoyed the area for decades. 

The designated area, as evidenced by the material submitted to yo~ is now heavily.congested due 
to the wide-media marketing of the "ultimate stair-master workout" on the two sets of stairs 
between 4th and 7th Street on Adelaide Drive. The City of Santa Monica has documented the 
problem and has been unanimously supportive of the needs of the local citizens . . 
We are no longer able to enjoy the view nor access the stairs for their original intended use, 
access to Santa Monica Canyon and the Beach, due to the following reasons: 

- We are concerned for our safety due to the number of parked cars and the level of traffic 
congestion on a narrow curved street such as Adelaide Drive. While we used to be able 
to take leisurely strolls along Adelaide, this is now potentially hazardous and no longer 
enjoyable. 

- The stairs were intended for use by the local residents to access the Santa Monica 
Canyon and possibly the Beach. The stairs are now in constant use by stair climbers at an 
aerobic pace. We are not able to keep up with the pace and risk being stampeded if we 
should try to access the stairs. 

- The stair climbers usually use their cars and the sidewilks as props for stretching 
exercises before and after the "stair-master workout". This situation further blocks 
pedestriaD traffic and forces us to walk on a narrow street unable to accommodate 
bumper to bumper parked cars, traffic, bicycles, and us. 

We are now displaced by the "stair-master workout" to go elsewhere for our strolls and access 
the Canyon or Beach. By granting the priority parldng pennit, you will be helping us regain our 
access to a neighborhood which can be enjoyed by all the local residents. 

EXHIBIT NO. /0 
Application Number 

'i- q 7- 2/5" 
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March 28, 1996 

Ms. Pam Emerson 
California Coastal Commission 
24S West Broadway 
Suite 380 
Long Beach, California 90802 

Dear Ms. Emerson: 

" 

--.' .................... . 

CAUfOlltlA ... 
COASTAl COMMISSIOK. 
sount co~ ntmta 

AJJ you know, there will be a Coastal Commission hearing in May regarding preferential parking 
for the area along Adelaide Drive and Fourth Street in Santa Monica. In a rare move, the Santa 
·Monica City Council has already voted unanimously to pass this ordinance. This matter is of 
paramount importance because we feel that the Safety of our neighborhood is in considerable 
jeopardy. With the onslaught of press releases labeling the Fourth Street Stairs as the ultimate 
workout area has come a very substantial increase in traffic flow to an already crowded area .. We 
have enclosed material pertaining to several serious problems that are directly related to this 
traf!ic increase. · 

The stairs are intended to provide access to the beach from Adelaide Drive. Unfortunately, the 
throngs of people who head to the stairs for their "ultimate stairmaster~ workout congest an 
already tight space and make use of the stairs for their original purpose nearly impossible. What • 
was originally constructed as a safe access-way to the ocean has beco~e a dangerous and 
impossible descent to the beach. Exercisers run up and down the stairs at a brisk pace eliminating 
the possibility of walking down sifely with elderly people, children and/or dogs. 

Currently, residents in the neighborhood often face an arduous task when tryirig to find parking in 
front of their own homes. This parking shortage makes it impossiple for us to invite mends and 
faniily over as they, too, often find themselves driving around in circles looking for that rare 
space. Furthermore, the high volume of transient vehicles makes it is impossible to implement a· 
neighborhood watch. This is of crave concern considerill1 the number of rapes and 
attempted rapes that have stemmed from social eneounten. at the stain. In less than one 
year, em sexual assaults have been publicly tied to the stairs. Finally, the volume of trash, 
including empty liquor containers, that litters the street has increased. dramatically. Alcohol 
consumption in a public place is illegal and considering this is oot zoned as a public park, there is 
no one to enforce this law. 

An argument might be made that this parking is important for beach access. However, we feel 
this argument is unjustified for the following reasons. First, a mere block &Way, ample parking 
spaces on Ocean Avenue provide closer access to the beach. Often, there is oo parking available 
on Adelaide Drive while Ocean Avenue has an abundance of vacant spaces. Second, it is highly 
uolikely that at 6:00AM ind 11 :30PM every day of the week and every week of the year including 
during mid-winter people park on Adelaide Drive to iccess the beach.. . ••• 
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It is our belief that just as the Coastal Commission is obligated to maintain parking ind access to 
the state's beaches, it is also the Commission's obligation to contribute to preserving the safety 
and beauty of the surrounding neighborhoods. This is a neighborhood that we love and want to· 
conserve for safe and pleasurable enjoyment by those who appreciate it's beauty. Once yc)u have 
had a chance to peruse the enclosed materials, you will have an inkling of the problem~ .we face on 
a daily basis in our neighborhood. ~· ... 

If you have any further questions, we invite you to contact our representative Schu.marrY Tsou at 
(213) 740-8186. Thank you for your kind attention to this matter. 

The Friends of Adelaide Drive Association 

.. -· 
EXHIBIT NO. II 
Application Number 

2•fl 

,.'f.7-z1r 
J'CJ 2 o/2 ., 

Callfomia Coastal Commeuion 

.... ··-··------ ·····• ·--·------
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August 16, 1996 

Mr. AI Padilla 
California Coastal Commission 
245 West Broadway, Suite 380 
Long Beach, California 90802 

Dear Mr. Padilla: 

t·NIL I:MJtbLAICCb~OL<:OM 

I enjoy visiting and taking in the gorgeous and unique views of the canyon, ocean and mountains 
surrounding Adelaide and Fourth Street. It's the only area I've found where I can get this 
panoramic view, feel safe, enjoy the ocean breezes, smell the bushes and trees as exercise and 
take in the scenery. It seems the local neighbors do not feel comfortable sharing their srreet with 
the public though it is a public street. This street with gorgeous views should be sharea and 
e2;5ily accessed by many. The local residef1ts are trying to privatize a public street. 

I would feel that my safety would be threatened should I need to walk several blocks to access 
this "scenic corridor" should you allow the local residents to restrict parking (which they don't 
have difficulty getting as they have long driveways and even alley access). Earlier this week I 
walked across Entrada A venue to identify alternative parking and was almost hit by a car 
traveling well above the 35 mph speed limit around a curve. Parking on San Vicente is not that 
easy to obtain. Should you restrict parking on Adelaide and Fourth Street, you would be placing 
more demand on the already crowded streets of Ocean A venue and San Vicente. I feel much 
safer walking in the much less frequently traveled streets of Adelaide and Fourth as it easily 
accommodates those looking for parking. 

· I urge you to deny preferential parking and allow the public easy access to enjoy this unique 
area that includes simultaneous views of the canyon, mountains and ocean. Though I know of 
other areas to walk and even "do stairs" that are closer to where I live, I love to go and enjoy the 
breezes and the view. Please keep easy ac:c:ess to these unique views of the California Coast 
available to the pu.blic. 

Sincerely, 

• 
• 

~Jil~Jli~ EXHIBIT NO. /.t 

• 
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California Coastal Commission 
245 W. Broadway, Ste 380 
P.O. Box 1450 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4416 

• 
305 San Vu:cme. #I 203 
Santa MODic:a. CA 90402 
Dec:ember 31, 1996 

Rece!ve0 
JAN 2 ~~~/ 

~LfuiHIA 
COASTAl COMMlSSfON 

SOUTH COAST DISTRICT 

Re: Preferential Parking Pro,posal- Permit No. S-96·221: Hearing Date: 1{8/97 

Dear Commissioners: 

1 am "RTiting to voice my strong objections to the proposed plan to establish preferential parking for 
residents only between the hours of 6 pm. and 8 a.m. along Adelaide Drive and Founb Street in Santa 
Monica. 

As a resident of the area, I belie·vc that the proposed plan is a misglricled cffon to benefit a fe'l\' 
homeowners on Adelaide at the expense of the rest of the area residents. First. as you may already know, 
the area on San Vicente Boulevard., between Ocean Avenue to Fourth Street (aDd b=yond) is entirely 
residential. This area consists mostly of apartment buildings and condominiums. Adelaide Avenue, 
between Ocean and Fourth Street,. consists of approximately 10.15 houses. Fourth Street, between 
Adelaide and San Vicente, consists of a condominium building at the comer of Founb and San Vicente, 
an apa.nment building at another comer, and the sides of two homes 'R'hich face Adelaide. To my 
kncndedge, aU of the residents in the apartment buildings and condominiums in the area are pn:J\'ided 
Vritb one or two parking spaces. Howe\•c::r, there is insufficient parking spaces for the area residents. My 
building (a 30.35 unit building), for example, has three visitor parking spaces for guests only. Thus, a 
couple with tl\'0 cars and lhing in a one bedroom apanment "R'OU.Id most likely have to park one car on the 
Slrcet. Similarly, visitors or ovemight guests of the residents in the area would ba\-e to park on the SU'ects. 

For the reasons described abm-e, the proposed preferential parking would not benefit the majority of the 
residents in the area . A1 most. what this preferential parking proposal would do is benefit a fe'l\' of the 
homeowners along Adelaide A"enue, 'R'bo object to ba\ing "non-residents" parking in front at: or even 
near their homes. As noted above, this area is entireh· residential - this is not comparable to the 
situation in West Holl)"R'OOd. where preferential parking is almost a necessity in some areas because of 
the proximity of businesses and restaW'aDts to residences. In this case, the people who park along 
Adelaide A\'eDue or Fourth Street between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m. do so either because they are Rsidents in the 
area or are visiting the residents in the area. not because they are visiting some commercial cstablisbment, 
and not because thCl' are U,ing to disturb the residents. 

In shon, the creation of preferential parking on Adelaide Avenue aDd Fourth Street has no real rational 
purpose other than to eliminate the mere annoyance for homeowners on Adelaide who now have to 

- - - - contend \\ith ba\int to sbaR '"their" streets-with others (I do notimag:i.ne.J.bat. the.homeowners.on. 
Adelaide would seriously claim that they have difficulty finding a parking space since most of the 
drive?:ays of these homes have enough parking room for at least 4 cars per house). This proposal only 
shuffles parking from Adelaide and Fou:nb to some other streets, which are usually full at night It does 
DOl address any '"problem"- because there isn't any. other than the "problem" of the area not being as 
exdusive as some would like. Thus, I would sttongl)· urge that the Commission reject this proposal . 
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8-15-96 

Dear Commission Members, 

I have been climbing the stairs regularly for four years. Although I live 15 miles away 

in Hawthorne I come to the 4th Street stairs to enjoy the beautiful view of the coast and 

the sea breeze. Most of the people who climb the stairs come for the same reason. 

Many belong to gyms or own their own exercise equipment. yet they prefer to visit the 

· coast. Many run along the beach before climbing the stairs while others run up San 

Vicente Blvd. 

As a group we stairclimbers are respectable citizens: lawyers, M.D.s, police offi

cers, school teachers, film directors, and even profession~ athletes. Tt:te Santa 

Monica Fire Department regularly use the stairs, frequently parking their ambulance in 

the red zone at 4th and Adelaide. Many foreign tourists come to see the famous 4th 

Street stairs. European TV (Deutsche Welle) stations have covered the stairs and . 
Santa Monica Beach. Stairclimbers range from high school track and football teams to 

gray haired seniors. 

While a tiny minority of indMduals do litter or double park these problems can 
be resolved easily without restricting access to the coast: two trashcans at the upper 

(Adelaide) ends of the stairways would eliminate litter and a SMPO bicycle patrol 

would quickly end any traffic problems during the 6-Sp.m. time slot. Two large signs 

declaring the area a ·Noise Abatement Zone• and enforcement during earfy morning 

hours would eliminate any alleged loud shouting at 6am. None of these me• --sures would restrict public access to· the coast. Permit only parking on 4th 

Street 24 hours a day would only divert MORE traffic to Adelaide. I urge the com

mission to consider these alternatives before taking any action which would 

make it even more difficult to enjoy Santa Monica Bay. 

b y, B. A .• M. A. ' EI,.,., • ...,!:IPV 

1182 ord Avenue 
Hawthorne, CA, 90250 EXHIBIT NO. 
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